This paper considers the problem of simultaneous information and energy transmission (SIET), where the energy harvesting function is only known experimentally at sample points. We investigate the performance loss due to this partial knowledge of the harvesting function in terms of transmitted energy and information. In particular, we assume harvesting functions are a class of Sobolev space and consider two cases, where experimental samples are either taken noiselessly or in the presence of noise. Using constructive function approximation and regression methods for noiseless and noisy samples respectively, we show that the worst loss in energy transmission vanishes asymptotically as the number of samples increases. Similarly, the loss in information rate vanishes in the interior of the energy domain, however, does not always vanish at maximal energy.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is growing interest in simultaneous information and energy transmission (SIET) where a single patterned energy signal carries both over a noisy channel. Information-theoretic investigation in this direction started in [2] , and has now spawned hundreds of results in the wireline [3] and especially the wireless setting (referred to as SWIPT, simultaneous wireless information and power transfer).
Past theoretical works typically assume simple energy harvesting functions such as quadratic [4] . However, practical energy harvesting circuits have nonlinearities and nonidealities that complicate the relationship between channel output symbol values and their harvested energy [5] , [6] . Indeed, this energy harvesting function may only be available through samples from experiments [7] or perhaps from analog electronic circuit simulations. We know these energy harvesting functions will be smooth in the sense of Sobolev [8] . Since our knowledge of harvesting functions will only be partial, it leads to a general problem of energy-requiring channel coding with partial knowledge of the energy harvesting function.
The goal of this work is to investigate how much loss in SIET energy and information performance is incurred due to the partial knowledge of the harvesting function from samples. In particular, we study fundamental limits of pointto-point SIET systems when the signalling scheme is optimally designed based not on the full harvesting function but based on the given samples under the assumption the harvesting function is from some class of smooth functions. We consider two settings separately: when samples are noiseless or when samples are noisy. We draw on results from approximation theory including the spline method in function approximation [9] for noiseless samples, and the local polynomial estimator in nonparametric regression [10] for noisy samples. We prove that the worst-case amount of energy transmission is asymptotically close to the amount of energy when the harvesting function is fully known. The information transmission is also asymptotically close in the interior of energy domain, but sampled knowledge of the harvesting function may result in full information loss in general when the system is designed for the maximum energy transmission. If the codeword is designed with a small margin away from the maximum energy transmission, it is still possible in general to achieve arbitrarily small information loss. Such a loss due to partial knowledge is studied in rate-distortion formulation by Niesen et al. [11] .
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider the now-standard formulation of SIET systems from [2] , where the goal is to use a patterned energy signal to simultaneously transmit reliable information and energy over a noisy channel. Received signal is decoded and also passed through an energy-harvesting circuit-either directly or through a signal splitting architecture [4] , [12] -to capture energy. We suppose information decoder and energy harvester both process the same signal. Since the receiver obtains energy from the received signal, in addition to maximizing information transmission between the transmitter and the receiver, a guarantee on the amount of energy delivery, say B, via the received signal is also required.
As shown in [2] , the fundamental limits of this problem are governed by the capacity-energy function:
where X ∈ X , Y ∈ Y are transmitted and received symbols, respectively, and b(Y ) is the energy harvesting function for the received symbol Y . Note that the requirement of (1) can be written in terms of x, i.e., letting β(
Hence we can think of the harvesting function as a (perhaps random) function 1 of the transmission alphabet symbols, which is always under control, with the following equivalent capacity-energy expression: for a harvesting function f and a set of harvesting functions F ,
which are used throughout the sequel. Note that C F (B) ≤ C f (B) since underlying probability space of (3) belongs to that of (2). Also (2) and (3) are non-increasing and concave. We also define energy-capacity functions
Note that when a certain P X is given, it can be thought of as Shannon's random codebook with rate I(X; Y ), generated from P X . In this work, we take X = [0, 1] and Y as the set of all possible received signals. Taking X = [0, 1] rather than the real line imposes a peak power constraint [2] , [3] , [13] and is motivated by practical discrete-time analog or dense constellation digital communication systems. Particular examples can be found in [1] .
We make two continuity assumptions. The first is to assume that the channel is continuous in the sense that when a sequence x n → x, the resulting signals Y n → Y in distribution. The second is to assume the energy harvesting function β(·) is smooth on X , due to physical continuity of electromagnetic signals and circuits. To define the smoothness rigorously, let us first introduce the L q norm and the Sobolev space W λ q .
is defined as the set of functions in L q such that derivatives of order equal or less than λ exist and are in L q ,
We define our class of energy harvesting functions, Γ K , as a subset of W λ ∞ (X ) satisfying:
A. Sampling and Losses
We consider regular fixed design of samples, that is, m samples are evenly-spaced on X = [0, 1] so that x i = i m−1 where i = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1. We suppose samples are either noiseless or noisy, depending on which we will consider different strategies. However, those strategies do not make a substantial difference as we will see.
, let Γ(β, m) ⊂ Γ K be the set of harvesting functions that agree on the sample points. Upon observing samples, one takes a conservative strategy to transmit energy no smaller than B for any harvesting function in Γ(β, m). In other words, one seeks the codebook that achieves C Γ(β,m) (B).
So for a given β, the energy and information losses incurred by partial knowledge are defined as
and since the true β is unknown, we take supremum over harvesting function in case of energy loss.
However, we consider (6) as information loss and do not take supremum for information loss since taking supremum conceals an important insight from Thm. 8 and Cor. 9.
For noisy samples, we assume i.i.d. additive noise Z i with mean zero and variance σ 2 so that samples are
. Since samples are noisy, unlike noiseless samples, one cannot certify the set of true harvesting functions and design codebook for all functions in the set. Hence, one reconstructsβ m as accurately as possible and designs the codebook as ifβ m is the true harvesting function. Noting thatβ m depends on observational noise as well as β, we know thatβ m is a stochastic mapping from β. Those facts lead us to the expected losses and minimax definition in case of energy loss, where the expectations are over sample noise.
Notice from the definition, it is immediate that ∆ I (B; β, Γ(β, m)),∆ I (B; β,β m ) are upper-bounded by the unconstrained capacity C max , i.e., for any B,
which will be shown to be tight at maximum energy.
III. SAMPLING LOSS IN ENERGY AND INFORMATION

A. Noiseless Samples
Consider noiseless samples. Reconstructing a continuous function from samples has been a popular topic in signal processing, approximation theory [14] , and many other engineering fields. Among numerous reconstruction methods, consider the spline method (our converse argument in Thm. 7 will show this to be a good choice), which has piecewise polynomials as interpolant kernels to achieve efficient implementation.
Before giving our main theorems and proofs, first recall the following lemma on spline reconstruction in Sobolev space.
Lemma 3 (Prop. 3.1 in [9] ): For f ∈ W λ ∞ , letf SP m ∈ Γ(f, m) be the spline reconstructed function. Then, for some constant c,
. Now we give a main result, which shows one can attain near-optimal transmitted energy despite the sampled harvesting function.
Proof: Note that the best codebooks for B β (R) is different from that of B Γ(β,m) (R) in general. However, as will be shown, any codebook performs almost the same under β and β m ∈ Γ(β, m).
First consider an arbitrary distribution P X and Shannon's random codebook generated from it. Then,
Furthermore, using the triangle inequality, we have
The first term is bounded by cm −λ ||β (λ) || ∞ by Lem. 3. Note thatβ SP m can be seen as a spline reconstruction for another β m ∈ Γ(β, m) since β,β m both agree on sample points. This means the second term is also bounded by cm −λ ||β (λ) || ∞ . Therefore, from the definition of Γ K ,
It should be noted that (12) is independent of P X , β,β m . Next, fix R ≥ 0 and consider A := {P X : I(X; Y ) ≥ R}. Also define two capacity achieving distributions P * X , Q * X ∈ A for B β (R), B Γ(β,m) (R), respectively. Then,
where (a) follows from (4) and (5); (b) follows since P * X is suboptimal for B Γ(β,m) (R); and (c) follows since (12) holds for all β ∈ Γ K andβ m ∈ Γ(β, m). Hence, we conclude that
From the result, we know that the conservative transmission scheme for all candidate harvesting functions performs nearoptimally in terms of energy. However, the scheme needs optimization with respect to uncountably manyβ m ∈ Γ(β, m), which does not reveal a particular codebook design. The following corollary suggests thatβ SP m is a good proxy for unknown β enabling us to design near-optimal codewords as ifβ SP m is the true harvesting function. Proof: Consider Bβ SP m (R), B β (R). Two optimal codebooks are generated from the capacity achieving distributions for Bβ SP m (R), B β (R), say P * X , Q * X , respectively. Then, under β the optimal codebook forβ SP m (i.e., P * X ) performs as:
where (a) follows from (11) . As P * X is suboptimal for β, we
Similarly, exchanging roles of β,β SP m and considering the optimal codebook for β (i.e., Q * X ) gives
Combining the two, we have
Hence, we can conclude that the codebook designed based on β SP m is nearly optimal within O(m −λ ).
It should be noted that Thm. 4 is not tight in general. However, there are cases such that the bound in Thm. 4 is tight. Before proceeding, we define function-wise loss.
The proof of the following lemma can be found in [1] .
Therefore, to show the lower bound of ∆ E (R), it is sufficient to show the lower bound of ∆ E (R). The following theorem states sufficient conditions for which ∆ E (R) = Ω(m −λ ), i.e., the bound is tight.
Theorem 7: Fix some B ∈ (0, B max ). Suppose the capacityachieving distribution P * X of R = Cβ m (B) satisfies one of the following conditions: 1) P * X is continuous and non-vanishing on X , i.e., P * X (x) ≥ c for some c. 2) P * X is supported on a finite set of mass points disjoint from the sample points, as specified in the proof. 
For the case 2), we repeat the above argument of β(x) = M,β m = M (1 − f (x)). Since P * X is supported on a discrete set, say {x k },
Note that by the norm monotonicity with respect to a bounded measure,
The next theorem and corollary deal with the information loss incurred by sampling. As will be seen below, the loss is negligible on most of the targeted energy range, however, the trivial unconstrained capacity upper bound on ∆ I (B; β, Γ(β, m)) given as (10) 
Due to the continuity of
To show the second claim, fix a large m. We will prove by a counterexample. Take a constant β, that is, β(x) = M over all x. Then, as any P X is admissible for B ≤ M and none is for B > M ,
However, Γ(β, m) definitely has an element such that β m (x) < β(x) = M except for given sample points. In other words,β m < β almost everywhere, so that E[β m (X)] < M unless P X only has point masses on the sample points. Therefore, discrete P X s are the only admissible probability distributions for the energy requirement M (= B max ).
For such a discrete P X , consider an adversarial channel
and Z is an input-dependent additive noise on X = [0, 1]. The dependency is as follows: Z is uniform over [0, 1] when X ∈ { i m−1 } m−1 i=0 , and the probability density of Z is more concentrated around 0 as X is more distant from { i m−1 } m−1 i=0 . Since the discrete P X only sees uniform noise, I(X; Y ) is zero, i.e., C Γ(β,m) (M ) = 0, however, we can send information using a non-discrete P X because noise is biased toward 0 except for sample points. Hence, ∆ I (B max ; β, Γ(β, m)) = C max .
Since we can construct the above counterexample at any particular B, sup β∈Γ K ∆ I (B; β, Γ(β, m)) = C max . This does not give any insight into design from samples.
Although Thm. 8 describes the convergence of ∆ I (B; β, Γ(β, m)), it does not characterize ∆ I (B; β, Γ(β, m)) in terms of the number of samples. As the next corollary shows, the Lipschitz continuity enables us to characterize ∆ I (B; β, Γ(β, m)) in terms of m for all B ∈ (0, B max ).
Corollary 9: Suppose the channel yields Lipschitz continuous C β (B) with Lipschitz coefficient M except for its end points, i.e., B 1 , B 2 ∈ (0, B max ),
Then,
Proof: When B = 0, it is unconstrained capacity, so ∆ I (B; β, Γ(β, m)) = 0. For B ∈ (0, B max ) and a given β ∈ Γ K ,
where the last inequality follows from (13) .
B. Noisy Samples
Consider noisy samples. In particular, obtained sample could be inaccurate, e.g., due to channel noise or errors in measuring battery status. In particular, we consider i.i.d. additive noise Z i with mean zero and variance σ 2 so that samples are 
The solution to (14) can be written in a closed form using vector and matrix representations as follows.
where
Lemma 10 (Thm. 1.6 in [10] ): If h = h m = αm − 1 2λ+3 for some α > 0, the following estimation error bound holds for β ∈ Γ K :
Like for noiseless samples, the following theorem shows that the average loss∆ E (R) incurred due to sampled knowledge about β is asymptotically negligible.
Theorem 11: For R ≥ 0,
.
Proof: First note that due to the Jensen's inequality, . Paralleling arguments for noiseless samples, the information loss can be also specified. 
IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied performance loss in SIET due to experimentally-sampled harvesting functions. To our knowledge, this is the first study of how sampled knowledge of perhaps nonlinear and nonideal harvesting circuits affects SIET (or SWIPT). Energy loss and information loss are separately considered for noiseless and noisy samples. We show theoretical asymptotics for these losses that energy loss asymptotically vanishes in both cases. To get a vanishing information loss, a certain energy margin from B max needs to be guaranteed. We also suggest spline and local polynomial reconstruction as practical reconstruction methods that attain the above asymptotics.
